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Abstract
In an era, where large numbers of academic research papers
are submitted to conferences and journals, the voluntary
services of academicians to manage them, is indispensable.
The call for contributions of research papers – through an
e-mail or as a webpage, not only solicits research works from
scientists, but also lists the names of the researchers and their
roles in managing the conference. Tracking such information
which showcases the researchers’ leadership qualities is be-
coming increasingly important. Here we present ServiceMarq
- a system which proactively tracks service contributions to
conferences. It performs focused crawling for website-based
call for papers, and integrates archival and natural language
processing libraries to achieve both high precision and recall
in extracting information. Our results indicate that aggre-
gated service contribution gives an alternative but correlated
picture of institutional quality compared against standard
bibliometrics. In addition, we have developed a proof of con-
cept website to track service contributions and is available
at https://cfp-mining-fe.herokuapp.com and our github repo
is available at https://github.com/shitian007/cfp-mining

CCSConcepts: •Applied computing→Digital libraries
and archives; • Information systems→Digital libraries
and archives; •Computingmethodologies→ Informa-
tion extraction.
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1 Introduction
Academic journals and conferences announce call for papers
(hereafter, CFPs) to solicit work for prospective publication.
These calls are often disseminated by email, but especially
in the case of conferences, take the form of dedicated CFP
sub-pages within a conference website. CFP websites often
acknowledge their committee members’ efforts by listing
names, affiliations and roles they play in the conference.
These quality marks also help potential contributors judge
the quality and impact of a venue. Quality venues attract
quality scholars to not only contribute as authors, but also
to serve in reviewing and organizing roles. Thus, being in-
vited and serving as a committee member for a prominent
conference is a marker of scholarly success.
While a scholar’s reputation is traditionally measured

using bibliometrics (i.e., citation count and H-index), service
contributions become more important for middle and senior
scholars to demonstrate their leadership within a community.
This “serve or be skipped over” paradigm motivates the need
to track service contributions, without which communities
would be unable to execute meetings and peer review. For
certain disciplines such as computer science, conferences
serve as a major means of disseminating high impact work.
Thus, service to conferences is a critical component of service
that needs to be captured.

Information about the service contribution of researchers
are widely dispersed and in many forms: in journal websites’
editorial board listings, conference CFP websites, and on
individual faculty pages. Currently, scholars have to argue
their case for demonstrating service contributions for pro-
motion, without help from any metric or centralised source.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no system that extracts
information from website CFPs and create a comprehensive
database containing such information at scale.
We propose ServiceMarq, an automated system for the

extraction of service contributions from CFP websites that
addresses part of this problem, by automatically crawling
relevant pages of a conference CFP website and extracting
individuals’ affiliation and role in the conference. It consoli-
dates information over many CFPs, providing a holistic view
of service contributions for a scholar. ServiceMarq’s aggre-
gated scholar profile provides the magnitude and spread
of contributions by different scholars and institutions (by
aggregating scholars with the same affiliation).

https://cfp-mining-fe.herokuapp.com
https://github.com/shitian007/cfp-mining
https://doi.org/10.1145/3395027.3419596
https://doi.org/10.1145/3395027.3419596
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2 Related Work
Previous work that mined conference CFPs extracted only
general information such as conference location and dead-
lines from email CFPs. These include formalizing the extrac-
tion as a token-level Begin, Interior, Other (BIO)-tagging
task using a small set of email CFPs to train Conditional
Random Fields [10], or employing the use of regular expres-
sion and manually-engineered patterns [1], or via a natural
language processing toolkit such as GATE1 [4] for Named
Entity Recognition (NER). Li et al.’s system [5] extracted
researchers and their affiliations from email CFPs, but disre-
gards researcher roles, is probably the closest in spirit to our
work, achieving a high level of performance of 0.89𝐹1, but
on a small dataset of 100 CFP emails.

Separately, databases documenting service contributions
have also been proposed, focusing on the crowd-sourcing of
information. OpenResearch is a semantic Wiki documenting
conference service information mainly to inform researchers
on the suitability of publication venues [11], but lacks suf-
ficient coverage as it relies on user contributions, unlike
proactive crawling which we do. Publons2 aggregates peer
review records from its source publisher datastream, relying
on user-provided data. Neither provides an overview of the
scholar service contribution landscape.

Literature on Information Extraction (IE) on semi-structured
text is relevant to our approach. Prior work on Web text fo-
cused on structured web data records [6, 12]. Related work
on extraction from semi-structured scholarly publications
leveraged similar layout in academic publications [2] to ex-
tract authors and their affiliations. However, the assumption
of a high degree of duplication in structured records of these
proposed approaches make them less suited to our task of
extracting information from webpages where <author, affili-
ation, role> tuples often manifest in ad hoc structures.

3 System Design
ServiceMarq tracks the service contributions of scholars, by
extracting information from CFP webpages. In contrast to
the prior work on email CFPs, we target CFP websites which
present a more complete listing of service roles – sometimes
listing entire programme committees – and because their
semi-structured nature facilitates extraction of such informa-
tion.We extract the names of relevant Scholars, their affiliated
Affiliations and their Roles in managing the conference.

3.1 WikiCFP Focused Crawling with
WaybackMachine Archive Fallback

We begin by conducting a focused crawl of relevant CFP
webpages from WikiCFP3, a user-contributed database of

1https://gate.ac.uk/digilibs.html
2https://publons.com/about/home/
3http://wikicfp.com; WikiCFP, established in 2007, contains information
only for conferences after 2007.

Computer Science conference CFPs. During the crawl, to
overcome the issues of 1) dead links to sites of older confer-
ence iterations, and 2) duplicated URLs for multiple iterations
of the same conference, we utilise WaybackMachine Archive
(a digital archive of the Web over different timestamps) to re-
trieve legacy snapshots as a fallback. This improves coverage
of conference CFPs by a significant 27.8%.

3.2 Word Embedding based Bi-LSTM Line
Classification

Given the raw, transmitted Hypertext Markup (HTML) of
each retrieved conference CFP page from the crawl, we make
two important observations: 1) a majority of content on each
webpage is irrelevant; 2) most of the relevant information
exist as atomic items on a single, rendered HTML line in the
form of either a Scholar, Affiliation or Role Label. To deter-
mine the relevant portions of the webpage, we first break
the webpage up into individual lines of text (i.e., the text of
an innermost HTML tag or those defined by < br > tags).
The resulting lines are then attributed to a class of Scholar,
Affiliation, Role-Label, Complex (lines having mixture of rele-
vant data, which we process downstream.), or Irrelevant. We
perform this as a supervised line classification task with a
one-layer bi-directional long short-term memory (bi-LSTM)
encoder followed by a one-layer feed-forward neural net-
work. Each input token to the encoding layer is represented
by the GloVe[8] embedding of the token, together with the
additional features of the individual line’s HTML tag(s) and
the total number of tokens of the line4. The bi-LSTM line
classification model is trained against 12,000 manually la-
belled lines, where two independent annotators achieve a
Kappa of 0.83. Our model achieves an overall 𝐹1 of 97%.

3.3 Scholar and Affiliation Entity Extraction and
Role Attribution

For the extraction of the named entities of Scholar names
and Affiliation entities, we use the flairNLP5 library. In our
manual verification of 500 individual extractions from the
system, flairNLP achieves a satisfactory level of accuracy of
Scholars and Affiliations at a precision of 98.8% and 94.6%,
respectively. Given a majority of misclassifications to be of
longer spans containing concatenated Affiliations and Schol-
ars, we further improve the performance of extraction by
training our own character-level bidirectional LSTM-CRF [3]
with our own generated IOB[9] dataset. With the addition of
the bidirectional LSTM-CRF, we achieve a 3.8% improvement
in the recall of Scholar entities and a 1.2% improvement in
the recall of Affiliation entities.

We observe that contributions in our CFPs mostly follow
the pattern of a lead Role-Label followed by one or multiple

4Thus the feature vector of each word 𝑤𝑖 in line 𝑙 is 𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡 (𝑤𝑖 , 𝑙) =

𝑒𝑚𝑏 (𝑤𝑖 ) ⊕ 𝑒𝑚𝑏 (𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔) ⊕ 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ (𝑙) .
5https://github.com/flairNLP/flair
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lines of either Scholars Affiliations and/or Complex lines.
We thus partition each webpage into sections based on the
extracted Role-Labels and attribute extracted Scholars to each
corresponding Role-Label header. Scholars and Affiliations
are also matched based on the proximity of their lines. We
provide a more detailed evaluation in the extraction of these
entity pairs in section 3.5.

3.4 Affiliation and Scholar Disambiguation
integrating External APIs

We first perform the auxiliary task of disambiguating Affil-
iations. Using a Term Frequency × Inverse Document Fre-
quency (TF·IDF) vector representation for each extracted
Affiliation, we conduct Hiearchical Agglomerative Cluster-
ing (HAC)with an empirically determined distance threshold.
Individual clusters denote individual affiliations.
For disambiguating scholar names, we utilize external

dblp6 search API. Inputting extracted names and cleaned
affiliations, we retrieve the closest possible match to aid
in name disambiguation. Futhermore, the APIs allow us to
import affiliations for Scholars which we were not able to
extract affiliations for, and handle naming inconsistencies
(i.e., flipped ordering of first/last names, and omitted middle
names).

3.5 System Performance
Recall.With an entire crawl through WikiCFP, our system
finds meaningful extractions from 75% of accessible con-
ference CFPs. A large percentage of errors are caused by
CFPs in PDF format (not HTML), which we currently do
not handle. The resultant dataset of 6,504 conferences with
its corresponding <Scholar, Affiliation, Role-labels> tuples is
well over a magnitude larger than ones in prior work.

Precision.We randomly sample 200 tuples to manually
verify against the conference CFP sites. While only indica-
tive, this held-out verification nets an accuracy of 92% with
16 errors, attributed as 2, 6 and 8 errors in extracting Scholar,
Affiliation and Role-labels, respectively. With performance
above the 90% level and moderate coverage, we believe Ser-
viceMarq’s extractions serve as a strong starting point for
measuring service contributions in conferences.

4 Front End Extension
As an extension to the automated crawling of service contri-
butions through CFPs, we build a simple interface to facili-
tate end-user access. We seek for this service, as a proof-of-
concept, to firstly encourage the exploration of our data and
publicize our system. Second, in acknowledging imperfec-
tions in our extractions, such a service allows us to crowd-
source efforts in the rectification of erroneous or omitted
extractions.

6https://dblp.uni-trier.de/; dblp provides open bibliographic information on
major computer science journals and proceedings

The front-end service of our system would allow the user
easy access to fine-grained details of service contributions,
at the level of individual Scholar data as well as aggregated
information on Affiliation. Figure 1 presents a snapshot of
our web front end showcasing a researcher’s contributions
to various conferences.

5 Discussion and Conclusion
Our hypothesis is that service contributions paint an alter-
native metric of research contribution somewhat orthogonal
to traditional citation and bibliometric analysis. As we have
demonstrated that ServiceMarq obtains satisfactory preci-
sion and recall, we wish to assess how well metrics compiled
from its extractions correlate with existing metrics. More im-
portantly, we seek to determine if our automated extraction
system is able to paint a representative picture of the Com-
puter Science service contributions landscape and provide a
macro-analysis of the coverage of our extraction.
We first conduct a preliminary scoring of documented

researchers in our database based on the number of service
contributions, and aggregate their scores to obtain an over-
all scoring for different research institutions (denoted by
SM-raw in Table 1). The reason for doing this is, 1) We ac-
knowledge lapses in the comprehensiveness of the extracted
data and hence accuracy of individual rankings might be
affected, 2) The direct ranking of individual researchers re-
mains controversial given our system is not yet mature and
there is no established equivalent metric.
To improve on the comprehensiveness and reliability of

our scoring, we perform an adaption of PageRank[7] in calcu-
lating Scholar service contributions. We denote Scholars and
Conferences as graph nodes and Role-Label as edges, and run
the algorithm to convergence, before aggregating Scholar
contributions for institutional scores (denoted as SM-pr). We
observe a minor shuffling in the rankings of top institutions
between SM-raw and SM-pr. We attribute the lack of a ma-
jor change in ranking to the fact that prominent scholars
in renowned institutions tend to produce research work in
both quality and quantity. To quantify the improvement in
representativeness we have gained in our calculation of SM-
pr over SM-raw, we compare the ranking results of both
methods to established ranking metrics. Table 1 shows a
breakdown of the overlap between the top 20 research insti-
tutions in our system compared to those of other established
holistic (QS, WorldU) and research only metrics (CSRanking).
Here we safely assume a correlation between service contri-
butions and overall research impact as measured by those
on the established sites. We have also chosen to use overlap
and not correlation statistics as a measurement of sameness
since the established site rankings themselves have a high
variability in terms of rankings.
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Figure 1. An example of service contributions of an individual scholar as seen on our proof concept system.

SM-raw SM-pr QS WorldU CSRankings
SM-raw – 17 10 8 10
SM-pr 17 – 12 8 12
QS 10 12 – 11 12
WorldU 8 8 11 – 10
CSRankings 10 12 12 10 –
Average 9.33 10.7 11.5 10.5 11.0

Table 1. Counts and average (only with establised rankings
like QS) of the number of common institutions, considering
only the top 20 ranked by our and an established system.

We average over the number of overlaps only with estab-
lished ranking metrics. We note that SM-pr achieves an over-
all higher degree of overlap as compared to SM-raw. In fact,
SM-pr achieves an average on par with established metrics,
indicative of a reasonable ranking. However, the rankings are
notably different in a few aspects. First, the established sites
base their rankings predominantly on traditional metrics
such as publication data, while ours measures research im-
pact through the alternative lens of service contributions of
scholars within the institution. In addition, our system also
assesses the impact of service from industrial research insti-
tutions that have remained largely undocumented. We omit
them from our ranking as there is no comparable rankings
for such institutions.

Finally, ServiceMarq is designed for production service: as
an evolving system that ingests newly-crawled CFPs contin-
uously. ServiceMarq’s data is provided in an easily accessibly
manner within flat files in the public Github repo , which
also provides transparent access to its data through suitable
APIs and data dumps. Users can also update the data directly,
by requesting to add or correct service records, available at
https://cfp-mining-fe.herokuapp.com. In current work, we
are also extending service coverage by extracting editorial
boards from journal websites.
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